Relative proton density and relaxation times in liver metastases during interferon treatment.
Relaxation times and relative proton densities were calculated from magnetic resonance examinations of the liver in eight patients with liver metastases from neuroendocrine tumours. Single, spin-echo sequences with eight different repetition times and a four-echo sequence were used to calculate T1 and T2 in tumour and normal liver, and the proton density tumour-liver quotient, before and during treatment with interferon. Changes over time of these parameters were compared with variations in tumour marker levels and changes in size and number of the metastases. During therapy, six out of eight cases showed a decrease in tumour T1, five responding to therapy and one with stationary disease, while the two patients with progressive disease showed unchanged tumour T1. The proton density quotient also decreased in a corresponding way, indicating a change in water content in tumours responding to interferon therapy. No significant change in liver T1, tumour T2 or liver T2 occurred in any patient. It is thus possible to perform reliable measurements of relaxation parameters over time, which may be valuable in follow-up of tumour treatment.